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32 Hectare campus

Honor Hall

“Aula Magna”

Multimedia building

Physics department
Organizing Institutions

- Universidad de Santiago de Chile.
- FIA Ibero American Acoustic Society
- Facultad de Ciencia.
- Departamento de Física
- Laboratorio de Ultrasonidos
- Chilean Acoustic Society.
- Sud American ultrasound network (PROSUL).
- Grupo Latinoamericano de Emisión acústica (GLEA).
Sponsors (to be asked for):

- CONICYT
- CODELCO CHILE
- ECOMIN
- NATURAL RESPONSE
- EMEGESAS
The installations and the personal 
Are ready to face the organization 
Congress challenge. The university 

Have 700 professors 20.000 students, and 1.300 administrative officials.
Installations for congress celebrations
• The campus is in the city center
• 15 Minutes in METRO from the Main hotels center
• $0.01 \text{Hz} \leq \text{Train frequency} \leq 0.03 \text{ Hz}$